• National Popular Vote will count equally every vote for President in all 50 states. Missouri should join NPV and make fair and democratic elections a priority.
• The current Electoral College state-level tally “winner-take-all” system is NOT democratic. It is NOT fair. In the past five elections, the Electoral College (EC) has chosen two Presidents who did NOT receive the most popular votes in all 50 states (and D.C.).

What’s wrong with the current system?
• The second-place candidate can become President. The candidate with the most votes in all 50 states may lose the election. This undermines the President’s legitimacy.
• Campaigns ignore most states. Safely ahead or hopelessly behind states get no visits and few $$.
• Battleground states have all the voter power. Voter issues in non-competitive states are not addressed. Issues in swing states get attention.
• Voters choose not to participate in the election because they think their vote will not matter.

National Popular Vote Keeps the Electoral College
• The U.S. Constitution gives each state’s legislature the power to decide how its electors are awarded. Currently, Missouri assigns ALL its EC votes to the candidate receiving the most Missouri votes. No other candidate receives ANY of Missouri’s electoral votes. This is “winner-take-all.”
• Any state may join the NPV interstate compact by passing legislation to award all its electoral votes to the Presidential candidate who wins the most votes in ALL 50 states. Missouri has not joined.

NPV Status
• In a 2015 survey, Missouri voters showed 75% overall support for the President being the candidate who received the most votes in all 50 states.
• In 2016, dozens of Missouri lawmakers (both democrats and republicans) sponsored, co-sponsored, or voted “Yes” in an NPV hearing.
• Nationwide, 65% to 75% of voters support electing the President by direct vote.
• A Presidential candidate needs 270 EC votes to win. Currently, 15 states and D. C. have joined the NPV Compact. Their electoral votes total 196. Once more states join and add only 74 more electoral votes, the NPV bill will take effect.

National Popular Vote is FAIR
• All the red votes in blue states and all the blue votes in red states are counted in a national tally. No votes are thrown out after the state tally.
• Every voter in every state will be equally relevant in every presidential election.
• Campaigns would no longer ignore 2/3 of states, so more voters’ interests would be addressed.

For more info: www.nationalpopularvote.com